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Product Name X10DRT-P(T),PIBQ,PIBF 

Release Version 3.94 

Build Date 10/01/2021 

Previous Version 3.93 

Update Category Recommended   

Dependencies None 

Important Notes None 

Enhancements None 

New features None 

Fixes 

1. Corrected an issue where the refresh button will re-mount a previously 
unmounted floppy disk from Virtual Media. 

2. Removed the ability of users to create and activate a null user and 
password. 

3. Fixed an issue where data was still retained in resolve.conf even after the 
BMC has been reset to factory defaults. 

4. Fixed incorrect sorting sensor reading issues in Server Health page in BMC 
Web UI. 

5. Fixed an issue where the OEM security BIOS Firmware failed during 
verification. 

6. Fixed an issue where the smcipmitool failed to work correctly via SMSTC. 
7. Corrected an issue where the SUMECO test case 315 returned an incorrect 

completion code. 
8. Fixed Power consumption 'High CT' and 'High NR' are incorrect issue. 
9. Corrected the local BMC Password to support not more than 19 characters. 
10. Adjusted the timeout for BIOS FW update when network speed was too 

slow. Now, when Web session timeout is 0, timeout of uploading a BIOS 
file will be 30 minutes. When a Web session timeout is less than 5, timeout 
of uploading a BIOS will be 5 minutes. 

11. Fixed an issue when user disabled the VM port, the console 
redirection/HTML5 's virtual storage tab was still enabled. 

12. Fixed an issue when after being switched to other languages, the BMC Web 
UI displayed erratically. 

 


